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Abstract  

Self-selective routing (SSR) protocol is a 
novel self-selective, self-maintained and 
fault-tolerant routing protocol for 
MANET. SSR has some fatal faults, such 
as high packet collision and only 
providing low available bandwidth. In 
this paper, we present a new routing 
protocol called Self-selection Based 
Adaptive Routing (SBAR), which is 
improved from the SSR protocol by using 
slot back-off delay time, adding 
Expanding Ring Search mechanism, and 
designing an adaptive back-off delay time  
formula. Experimental results on ns-2 
shows that the SBAR can reduce the 
packet collision rate, provide higher 
available bandwidth and small end to end 
delay.   
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1. Introduction  

Mobile Ad hoc network (MANET)[1] is a 
collection of wireless mobile nodes 
communicating with each other using 
multi-hop wireless links without any 
existing wired network infrastructure, so 
the network is very flexible. All nodes are 
equal and there is no central control node 
and no fixed routers.  

In recent years, routing protocols have 
received a significant amount of attention. 
SSR[2][3] is a novel self-selective routing, 
self-maintained and fault-tolerant routing 
protocol for wireless ad hoc networks. 

SSR protocol takes advantage of the 
characteristic of broadcast radio on 
transmission, and the autonomous 
algorithm, self-selection, to support 
routing without the overhead of 
traditional ad hoc route maintenance. 
Moreover, the protocol routes packets 
through a dynamically established and 
nearly optimal path between the source 
and destination node. But experimental 
results show that SSR has also some fatal 
faults, such as high packet collision rate 
and only providing low available 
bandwidth[4].  

    Toward the faults, we design the 
SBAR protocol based on SSR by using 
slot back-off delay time, adding 
Expanding Ring Search mechanism, and 
design a adaptive back-off delay time 
formula. Experimental results on ns-2 
show that the SBAR can reduce the 
packet collision rate, provide higher 
available bandwidth and SBAR forwards 
packets using more shorter paths 
providing more small end to end delay.  

The remainder of the paper is 
organized as follows. In section 2, we 
will analyze the performance of SSR and 
present scheme to improve it. In section 3, 
SBAR is described in detail. Section 4 
will presents the experimental results of 
SBAR on ns-2. Section 5 is conclusion. 

2. Self-Selective Routing (SSR) 

2.1. Self-Selection Algorithm 
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Leader election[5][6] is a fundamental 
control problem in both wired and 
wireless systems. For example, in group 
communication protocols, the election of 
a new coordinator is required when a 
group coordinator crashes or departs the 
system. In paper [1][2], Gilbert G.Chen 
proposed a self-selection algorithm, 
which introduced the leader election 
algorithm to settle the problem of 
selecting the forward node among 
neighbor nodes.  

Using self-selection algorithm, when a 
node wants to send or forward a packet, 
the node only broadcasts the packet. 
Receiving the packet, all neighbors count 
a back-off time using some strategies, 
then forwards the packet after the delay 
time. If one node received the packet 
again during the back-off time, it drops 
the packet. Then the node with the 
minimum delay will forward the packet. 

Here, we assume that the propagation 
delay of the signal to each node is 
negligible. Hence, the nodes are 
synchronized without the use of any 
explicit and potentially costly. The back-
off delay can not only avoid packet 
collision, but also provide a precious 
opportunity to prioritize the status of 
different nodes, providing a simple 
solution to packet’s forwarding problem. 

 
2.2. Self-Selective Routing (SSR) 

SSR protocol uses a simple data structure. 
Each node maintains a destination node 
cost table, which consist of following 
items: 
 
 The identity of a destination node 
 The sequence number of the last 

packet from the destination node 
 The hop distance to the destination  
 
In SSR, route discovery procedure is 

divided into route request and route reply 
procedure and only use the simple 

flooding to send route request (RREQ) 
packet during the routing discovery. In 
the route reply procedure and the data 
transmission, it uses self-selection 
algorithm to forwarding packets.  

For the back-off time, Chen only gives 
a simple strategy as following[1]: 
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In formula (1), tableh  is the known 

number of hops to the destination node, 
expectedh  is the number of expected hops 

indicated in the route reply (DREP) 
packet, and  (0,1)U  is a random number 

generator producing numbers uniformly 
distributed over the range defined by its 
arguments. λ  is a tuning parameter that 
must be carefully chosen. If λ  is too 
small, the difference between backoffd  
calculated by various nodes will be too 
small to avoid collisions. However, a 
large λ  would increase the end-to-end 
packet delivery delay. As indicated by 
formula (1), the formula assigns a back-
off delay larger than λ  to nodes with a 
hop count larger than expectedh . The 

smaller tableh  is, the smaller backoffd will 
be, and the more likely the node will 
succeed in transmitting the packet. 
 
2.3. Self-Selective Routing (SSR) 

SSR is a novel routing protocol for 
wireless ad hoc networks, with many 
advantages, self-selective routing, self-
maintained and fault-tolerant etc. But at 
the same time, there are some 
disadvantages and the performance of 
SSR can be increased in some respects. 

Firstly,  Chen only used the simple 
flooding to send RREQ during the 
routing discovery. This algorithm does 
not scale well to large networks, because 
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RREQ packets flooded throughout the 
network may cause a high packet 
collision rate or even broadcast storm. In 
SBAR we will use the Expanding Ring 
Search[7] strategy to reduce the Broadcast 
Storm Problem[8] in terms of the number 
of control packets and the level of 
medium contention in the network. 

Secondly, backoffd  is a continue time. 
As we know, the continue time may add 
the probability of packet collisions. In 
SBAR, we use the slot time for back off 
strategy to reduce the probability of 
packet collisions. 

Thirdly, through NS2 simulation 
experiment to SSR, we found that the 
SSR protocol’s performance is related to 
many factor, for example, node’s energy, 
velocity, distance from the last hop etc. 
From formula (1) we know, SSR only 
uses the hop distance to compute the 
back-off delay in self-selection. In SBAR, 
we will take care of more important 
parameters to compute backoffd . Those will 
be explained in detail at next section. 

3. Self-Selection Based Adaptive 
Routing 

In SBAR, route discovery procedure is 
divided into route request and route reply 
procedure. In the route request procedure, 
we use only the simple flooding with 
Expanding Ring Search[7] strategy.  In the 
route reply procedure and the data 
transmission, we will apply self-selection 
algorithm to improve a new forward 
method based back-off forwarding, in 
which the slot delay time will be applied, 
and we will take into account more 
factors affecting the performance of 
SBAR in computing the delay time. 

In SBAR, each node maintains a 
destination node cost table as SSR which 
was described in 2.2 

The detail of SBAR is as follows: 
 

3.1.  Route Request 

In SSR, RREQ packets are flooded 
throughout the network, so this algorithm 
does not scale well to large networks. If 
the destination node is located relatively 
near the source, issuing a RREQ packet 
that potentially pass through every node 
in the network is wasteful. The 
optimization function is the expanding 
ring search algorithm, which works as 
follows. 

At first, the source only searches a 
small area, then searches successively 
larger areas until the destination node is 
found. For expanding the “search ring” in 
which the source is centered, we can only 
incrementing the time to live (TTL) value 
carried in every RREQ packet. 

 
3.2. Route Reply 

Unlike the RREQ packet, the RREP 
packet does not rely on flooding to find 
its return path back to the source. Neither 
does it use an existing path determined 
during the traversal of the RREQ packet. 
The destination node simply broadcasts 
the RREP packet without specifying the 
next hop. It obtains the hop count to the 
source from its destination node cost 
table, then subtracts 1 from it, and puts 
the result into the expected hop count 
field in the RREP packet. Every node that 
detects the arrival of a RREP packet will 
first inspect its expected hop count field. 
Now deciding the next hop becomes a 
self-selection problem. 

The central idea of SBAR protocol is 
to derive the back-off delay based on the 
known distance, measured by the number 
of intermediate hops from the destination 
node, the residue energy of the node, 
signal strength when node received the 
RREP packet, buffer threshold of the 
cache buffer, and the node mobility.  This 
idea is based on the rationale that the 
nodes which are closer to the destination 
or have more energy, or have more free 
buffer etc, should be given higher priority 
to forward the packet than other nodes. 
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However, by passively listening to all 
packets and looking into the actual hop 
count field, an intermediate node only 
knows the distance from the destination 
node to itself, not the opposite direction. 
Unidirectional link in the forward path 
may result in a longer return path. 

We compute the slot back-off delay 
time slotd  according to the equations (2) 
follows: 

 

       
                   if 0

   if 0
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In formula (2), backofd is the 

consecutive delay time which is defined 
by formula (3), which is transformed to 
slot time of slotd . slotT is one slot of time. 
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In formula (3), tableh is the known 

number of hops to the destination node 
(available from the current node cost 
table), expected is the number of 
expected hops carried by the RREP 
packet, and (0,1)U  is a random number 

generator producing numbers uniformly 
distributed over the range defined by its 
arguments. Parameters  ,  ,   and  are 

some tuning parameters. 
SS  is an integer transformed from the 

signal strength when node received the 
packets. SS  is defined by formula (4). 

 
                   (int)( 110)SS pr e= ´               (4)  

 
    In (4) , pr is the signal strength F is 

transformed from the forward rates of 
packets which have the same destination  

ID as current packets. In formula (5), 
forward represents the number of 

packets forwarded to the destination 
when received represents the number of 
received packets by node whose 
destination is the same. 

 

 

0                                 if =0
= 10
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received
F forward

received
received
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            (5)  

 
QD is the density of the back-off 

queue in node, which is used to cache the 
back-off packets. 

 
3.3. Data Transmission 

Upon receiving a RREP packet, the 
source can start transmitting DATA 
packets towards the destination. DATA 
packets are transmitted and treated in the 
same way as RREP packets, as both use 
an actual hop count field and self-
selection for forwarding. Therefore, upon 
the receipt of either a DATA or RREP 
packet, the receiving node can update the 
entry in its destination node cost table 
corresponding to the node from which the 
packet originated. 

4. Performance evaluation  

To understand and evaluate the 
effectiveness of our proposed SBAR 
protocol, we have implemented SSR and 
SBAR protocol under NS-2(version 2.31). 
Several sets of simulations have been 
conducted to compare between SSR, 
SBAR protocols.  

We use IEEE 802.11 as the MAC 
protocol. The transmission range is 250 
meters and the radio propagation model is 
TwoRayGround model. 100 nodes are 
placed uniformly in a rectangular field of 
2000m×2000m and TCP traffics with 
packet size of 1024 bytes are used. The 
speed of nodes is uniformly varied 
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between 10m/s to 100 m/s sec with 
average interval of 2s, which is another 
measure of mobility. 

The end to end delay of SSR and 
SBAR are compared for different packet 
rates. The simulation results of delay 
changes with packets sending rates can be 
shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 2 shows the performance 
comparison of SBAR and SSR on packets 
drop ratio and average delay. The SBAR 
performs better than SSR for all different 
packet rates. When the packet rate is 40 
(pkts/s), the delay of SBAR is 0.1s and 
0.4s for SSR, the latter is 300% higher 
than the former. With the packets sending 
rate increases above 70 (pkts/s), both of 
the delay decrease, but the delay of 
SBAR increases much slower than SSR. 
So the SBAR performs better than SSR in 
the point of packet delay. And the drop 
rate of SBAR is better than SSR also. 

 
Figure 1. drop rate  and packets delay  
 

Figure 2 shows the performance 
comparison of SBAR and SSR on 
average throughput of the network and 
routing cost. The performances of SBAR 
are almost better than SSR. So in brief, 
our proposed protocol is efficient than 
SSR. 

 

 
Figure 2. network throughput and routing cost 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed the SBAR at 
base of SSR protocol which by using 

ERS strategy to reduce the Broadcast 
Storm Problem and using slot back off 
time and using some factor which is 
relative with protocol’s performance to 
compute delay time. Using ns-2 simulator, 
we compared our routing scheme to 
SBAR and SSR, and observed that our 
technique resulted in a enormous 
reduction in packet delay, routing cost, 
and packets drop rate at the same time the 
network throughput is increased. 
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